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ÀBSTRACT

In a study of Wisconsin Lakes, to examine the effects upon nater
quality of imposition of a ban on detergent phosphorus, the
desiqrn protocol employed the concept of test lakes and reference
lakes. A pairing was made of each test lake with a reference
lake having as many similar characteristics as possible with the
test l-ake except for a loading of phosphorus from municipal
wastewater effluent or septic tank seepaqe. The responses
measured for each lake were physical, chemical and biological in
nature. Measurements were taken both before and after impcsition
of the ban. To estj-mate the potential effect of the ban, rhree
forms of statistical models were used; (i) for each test la-ire a
model using the reference lake variable as a covariate and :he
ban as a classification variable, (ij-) a comprehensive model for
all of the lakes combined using the reference lakes as cova:iates
and the test lakes as dummy variables, and (iii) multivaria--e
models providing multiple compari.son estimates for pre- and
post-ban differences. The advantage to the paired lake app=oach
is the potential for variance reduction, and an examinaticn of
this was made for several data sets. rn Èhis paper are dj-s:ussed
the comparisons of the modeling procedures as well as estirnates
of the "ban effects." ÀIso presented are some of the obse¡';ed
distributional characteristics of the measured responses.

I¡TTRODUCTTON

the growth of algae ís, to a large extent, regrulated bï the
presence of the macronutrients nitrogen and phosphorus 1n t:re
water column (Hutchinson, L951, Wetzyl , L975). Excess grow-_h can
degrade $rater quality by reducing clarity, adding noxious ocors
and taste to the water, hampering motorboat movement, and
reducing overall aesthetic quality. Of the macronutrients,
phosphorus is most f reguently "limiting", i.e. the amount c=_

phosphorus input to a waÈer body is the regulacing factor ::
photosynthetic production (Likens, L972, Schindler, L977).
Phosphorus is an important ingredient in laundry detergents,
serving as a "builder" by, among other things, reducing wa--er
hardness. As a means of reducing the load of phosphorus tc both
municipal and private v/astewater treatment systems bans
prohibiting the presence of phosphorus in laundry detergen:s have
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been inposed in numerous locations around the united states.
Althouga a reduction in treatment plant l0adings of phosphorus
have been moni.tored in some of these areas, mixed reviews have
appearec as to the effectiveness of detergent phosphorus bans insubsequen,v improving water guality in these rocales (pieczonka
and Hopson, L974, Bell and spacie, 1g7g, Hartig and Horvath,
L982, Runke, I9A2, Maki, porcella and blendt, l9g4).

lihe state regislature of wisconsin enacted a murti_year
detergent phosphorus ban which became effective on L July 197g
and r*as in effect to 30 June 19g2. The soap and Detergent
Àssociation initiated a rake study program in 19?g and continued
it through 1983 in order to determine the effectiveness of theban. Tl:e study rooked at physicar, chemical and biorogical
parameters from the study lakes to deterraine if any changes inthese rrere resultant from imposition of the ban. An assumption
accepteo' and borne out throughout the literature, eras the strongreLationship between phosphorus concentrations and a number ofother la_ke water quality parameters.

Tiçicarry, trend analysis of $¡ater quality data is hamperedby several factors, among them missing varues, values ber-owdetectlor limi-ts, seasonality, and, the non-normatity of theparame:e: distributions (Hirsch, slack and smith, Lggz, van Belleand Hughes, 1gs4). rt has also been reported that an extensive
data record is necessary in the assessment of lake restorati_on
programs in order to increase the statistical power lever ifparameÈr:c tests are used (Trautmann, e:. å1., IggZ). Às aresult' ron-parametric statistical method.s are usuarry empJ-oyedto detertrine time related variations in water guality. Thesestudies, however, assume that a monitoring record is availableonly fcr a limited number of lakes or for only those lakes whichare im¡r-acted by phosphorus control measures.

considering that the imposition of a detergent phosphorus
ban was a.'' experiment Ín improvingr water quality, two qroups oflakes were selected for investigation. îhe experimental group,or "tes:" lakes, v¿ere those lakes within the state of wisconsinthat vrere determined to be receiving a s!.gnificant percentage oftheir phcsphorus Loading as sewage effluent, from either publicor priva:e treatment systems. These Lakes would therefore be themost likeiy to be impacted by a reduction in phosphorus concen_tration Í:om these sources. The contror group, or ,,reference,,
lakes, Te:e lakes determined not to be inpacted by sewage eff- I
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1uent. By coincidentally monitoring reference lakes a baseline

would be established reflecting only natural fluctuations in

water quality occurring over time, those chiefly a function of

climatic conditions (i.e. temperature, rainfall amounts and

frequency). Àn overall ternporal trend in water quality data

observed upon the test lakes, which significantly deviated from

any observed upon the reference lakes, could them be ascribed as

a function of imposition of the detergent phosphorus ban'

I¡IONITORING I{EITIODOLOGY

In considering lakes to be included in the monitoring

program, preference was given to those for which historical
information was available from sources such as the National

Eutrophication Survey (NES) or the Wisconsin Department of

NaturalResources(WDNR)QuarterlyMonitoringProgram.Consj-d-
eration in terms of size, depth, and hydraulic residence time

followed NES selection criteria (NES, L974). The locations of

the lakes selected for the study are shown in Figure 1. The

apparent concentration of study lakes in the northern part of the

state is consistent with the actual partitioning of lakes r+ithin

rhe state (WDNR, 1975). Groups of lakes falt within regional

boundaries set by the WDNR and corresponding to bedrock and

glacial geology as weII as soil cover (Lillie and Mason, 1983)'

These groups include test lakes and their corresponding reference

lake. In the analysis, test lakes Butternut, Elk and Balsam were

paired with reference lake TeaI. These lakes are situated in
granite soils underlain by a sandstone bedrock (Prescott, L9621.

Test lakes Moss, Enterprise and Townline were paired with ref-
erence 1ake Little Bearskin; all are surrounded by sandy or silty
soil and underlain by sandstone. Test lake Swan is paired wÍth

referencelakeFish;botharelocatedinthealkalinesoilofthe
southern regions of the state and are underlain by limestone.

Limnologic, morphologic and drainage basin characteristics
of the lakes are summarized in Table 1.. Reference lakes are

geographically proximate to their test lakes and it may be noted

from Table 1 that, in several cases, morphological dissimil-
arities are minimal between test-reference lake pairs. Though

not "pristine" ( residences are located along the lake shore ) , the

reference lakes have the least amount of drainage basin area
¡^.,^!^¡ Þ^ eÞ'^ra'l ino âo,¡o'^nqanl 'T'hc ovl-enl- of imnaelion 1^.'r
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Figure 1. Locations of the wisconsin Stud.y Lakes

sewage effluent upon the test lakes is listed 1n Table 2, Thedetermination that Barsam, Moss and Enterprise lakes were not
impacted by effluent phosphorus was made upon a reevaluation ofnutrient l0adings conducted after the monitoring study. Àt thetime the study was initiated, in 197g, the phosphorus removar.capabiliries of municipal land treatmenr sysrems and private
septic tank tile field systems were in question. lhese lakes
were maintained as test lakes throughout the analysis since theydid differ from their respective reference rakes by havingeffluent land treatment systems within their watersheds and,therefore, could be used to verify the phosphorus removal
capabilities of these types of systems. since the detergent
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TABLE 1

Limnological, Morphological, and Drainage Basin Characteristics
of the study Lakes.

Lrko County

Surfrcr Vo I une lil6rn llrx
A16. I 10116 oepth o€pth
(hr.lt cuñ.)2(nlt (r)

t{uñbcr of liñed. xo' of
Trlbut.rlc. 0ra ln. Resi-

8tßln dencesIn Out Aror
t ô in l98l

(rq.kn.) 
7

lean Hy-
draul ic
Rcsidence
Tire t
(day s )

Buttc rnuÈ

Elk
Br I rrt
lr. I

tlosß

fovnl lnc

Entrrprl ac

L¡ttlc
Bc¡ r.k I n

Sv¡n

flrh

Prlcc q07

Prlcc 36

l{e¡hburn t l9

Stlnr/c r \25

Vl ltr 19

Onc I dr 62

Lrng l.d. 20¡{

On6 I dr 66

Co I uñb l. l6q

Ornc 102

17. r0 \.2
o,r, r. t
t.7q ?.t

16. rt 3.t
?.36 3.O

2.15 3. t
1 .26 3.6

1 .57 2,\

r6.03 9.c
6.34 6.2

r60

rqto
I

0

26'
7

2tr

rt7
to
f1

r2t
tt

ro¡
66

{ I ) Source - Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources ( f981 )

( 2 ) Volumes estimated planimetrically using depth contours from
maps prepared by The Clarkson Company, Kauksuna, Wf

( 3 ) Lake volume divided by surface area
Lake volume divided by the mean annual flow
Intermittent streams are not listed as tributaries
Source - wisconsin Department of Natural Resources ( 1975 )

Visual survey conducted by the Environmental Research Group'
Inc., St. Paul MN.
(Note: a resort was counted as equivalent to 20 residences,
scout camp eguivalent to 40 residences)

phosphorus ban was intended to impact lakes which would be

considered candidates for nutrient reduction measures, such as a

lake possessing an effluent discharge within its watershed, the
effect of the ban upon Balsam, Moss and Enterprise lakes vJould be

relevant to the overall success of the ban.
The Wisconsin lakes were monitored from 1978 through L982.

Only reference lakes were monitored during L979, the year the ban

was initiated. Monitoring of Fish Lake was discontinued in 1981

and, hence, data from Fish Lake is not included in the
statistical analyses. FieId trips to the lakes occur-red between

ice-out (Iate ApriI to mid-May) and fa}l overturn (late October
to early November). The interval between sampling was typically
four weeks although samples were collected every two hteeks during
the Summer months (July and Àugust). Samples and measurements

were taken, on all of the lakes, ât the location of the deepest
point and at one or two other locations, depending upon the
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TÀBLE 2. Extent cf Wastewater Treatment t{ithin Study Lake Basins.

Nan¡e cf
Municipal

Lake WhffP
Final Àpplication of
Treated tc¡astewater

Phosphorus Load
tof
TotaI

kg/yr Load

EIk Phiiiips
Butternut BuÈ--ernut

Direct Discharge to Lake
Indirect Discharge to

Surface Water
Swan Pardeeville rr

Townline Three Lakes 'rBalsam BircÞ¿ood Land Disposal
Moss Lac du Flambeau I'

Enterprise Septic tank/Tile field

1660 22
480 t_9

1730 39
54 8
00
00
00

Note: About 30t cf vJastewater phosphorus may be assumed to come
from detercents.

morphology of t::e lake.
Transparensï was measured using a standard secchi disk.

Profile measuretn€:lts e,/ere made at one meter depth increments for
temperature, dissclved oxygen, and conductivity. Àn integrated
tr^¡o meter sample cf the epilimnion was obtained using a 37 mm

(r.D.) PVC pipe. Àliquots of the integrated sampie were stored
in amber Nalgene bottles at 40 c and earmarked for specific
analyses. Chemj.cal analysis of the samples was typicalty
initiated withir {8 hours. Totar phosphorus determinations
followed persulfa:e digestion (Menzyl and Corwin, 1965); the
colorimetric reacrion invorved reduction using ascorbic acid
(Murphy and Rirey, ]-962). chlorophyrr-a was determined using
trichromatic me--i:cds (ÀpHA, t9761 .

iemporal Variation of the Data

Temporal p-c:s of the monitoring data, such as that
presented in FiEure 2, evidence the amount of variability present
in water quality records of either physicar or chemical
parameters. Yearly trends in any of the monitored parameters
were difficult --: ciscern from the plots. However, a degree of
"tracking", a si:-:hronous correspondance between plots for test
and reference lake pairs, could be ascertained in several cases.
The obvious imp=e:ision of any subjective determinations made
upon the data s€--. however, lead to the statistical methodolgy
employed.
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STAÏIS'ITCÀI, I'IHIHODOI¡GY Al{D RESUTTS

For examination of a potential ban effect, three tlpes of
statistical analysis ïere used: (i) covariance analysis for each
test lake separately, (ii) combined covariance analyses for all
test lakes, and (iii) muttivariate analysis obtaining multiple
comparison estimates for pre- and post-ban differences of
interest. Alr anaryses were performed using logarithmic trans-
formations of the original rake data, a scale of measurement
strongly supported by earlier lake data distribution studies.

Covariance Ànalysis for Individual Test Lakes

For each test 1ai<e, a covariance anarysis was performed
using a model of the fcrm:

1o9 Yr = ßO * Êtlog yr * ÊZ B + e,
where ya represents a test lake observation,

yr represents a corresponding reference lakeobservation,
B is a c, 1 indicator variabre indicating a pre- orpost-ban observation.

one can think of this model permitting variance reduction of the
test }ake data, due to their association with the reference lake
data obtained under sÍmilar background conditions, thus allowing
a potential difference due to the ban to be d,etected with
improved sensitivity. Table 3 lists the salient feacures of the
covariance analyses for the logarithms of the responses for the
individual test lakes.

Covariance Analysis for ÀII Test Lakes

The estimate for the change in the intercept associated with
the post-ban period is the feature of greatest interesr. only
for Elk and Townrine Lakes for secchi disc depth is thrs change
statistically significant. Part of this may be attributed to the
smalr sample sizes and the J-arge variabirity, encouraglng an
examination of the test lakes simultaneously using an "indicator
variable" approach. This analysis is described next.

Assuming that the test l-ake-reference lake relaricnship 1s
si-milar for all the iakes, improved sensitivity for ban-effect
detection is provicied. ry a model that simultaneously ccnsiders
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TABLE 3.

Rrfc rtnco

L! kc

Pt raL tt r
I ntc rc€pt

Po!t-B¡n

St¡nd¡ rd
of Chrngr

L!kt I -----Fl th----
I
I $r¡n
II ÎP -Sg-
I

Br I ¡er
ÎP 

-sO- CËl¿

.t9 .27 l.Oll

.0O .12 -.2O

Butternut I
I

JP SO CHt¡l lP

r.A9 -.06 .t 311.36
I.oo .13 -.011-.05

Covariance Analysis for Individual Test Lakes '

Tcr

Fq
Chrngt

Error

cHr.A

l.l1
.31

.20

.Etk
so

.r4 t

.17

.ot

cËl¿
.ll
,26

.lt

I r.t9 1.52

erl .oô . r?

.r3 .ro .09 .05 . 19
I

.oE .06 .21 I .06

3locc Pt

Strndttl ErtlP

-.s0 -.ltl
I.tt .tl

.08 .01

.ll .r0

.3C .6ô

.t3 .tE

.rt

.00

forîl lrË

Tr _g) cHl¡

,rt .3r .91
I

.0O .22 -.tO

.0c .05 .12

.30 .26

.l¡t . 13

,tl
.lt

.1¡

.2C

t-
I

.tt

.rt
. E0l

I
.33 t

I

R- ¡qul rìcd

A R-¡qur¡cd

Raic¡tnc! Lakc

Lr hc

Pl r¡nt¡r
lntcrccnt PO

Po¡t-l¡n Chrngc

Sttndt rd Errqr.
of Ch.ngc

stopr Êl

Strnd¡ t{ Err¡r

R-¡qut rrd

A R-rqur rcd

. !r .q2

.oo . t2

.13

.oo

----Llttlr Barr¡kln-

p2

Enterprl sc I l{o¡¡
I1? SD CHt¡l rP so cHl-^
I-.fr -.01 .t3l-.2t .17 .0t
I.rt.00 .16l.o2 .06.07
I.tz .07 .t3l .to .05 .09
I

r.r3
,??

.5¡t
I

.l2l
I

.70

.lE

.tr

.00

.¡r

.0c

r.0t .67

.19 . t7

.t2 .2,

.t¡ .19

.!2

.rt

.q7 .3ð .3t I
I.0q .oo .031
I

.t9t
I

. 02l
I

.tt

.tt

* Significance at the 5t level

all tes. lakes. Such a model has the form:

log yt = ÊO + Ê11o9 y, *
B

YjDjloq yr

+ ôB +j=Et f jDjB + Ê ,

where each Dr is a dummy of indicator 0,1 variable depending upon
)

srhether or not the observation is from the j-th test lake or not,
and B ls a 0,L variable for pre- or post-ban (g denotes the
number of test lakes minus one). This model permits estimation
of the differential effect on the slope and intercept for the
various test lakes. In partitioning the test lake variability,
the rne:hod of estimaticn removed the components due to the

g

i!i ojD j +
cIj=l
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indícator variables fcr the different test lakes and due to the
reference rakes, bef,ore evaluating the ban component. Another
way of saying this i.s that the 1og test lake response is being
considered as the sum of a general intercept, a linear component
relationship with the log reference lake response¡ ârr adjustment
in the intercept for the specific test 1ake, an adjustment in the
srope for the specif,ic test lake, âD adjustment in the general
intercept for the prelpost ban and an adjustment in the intercept
for a specific test lake for the pre/post ban with the analysis
partitioning the test lake response variabÍlity into assignable
sources in the order listed.

Tabre 4 provides a summary of the anal_ysis of variance for
each of total phosphorus (Tp), Secchi disc depth (SD) and
chlorophyrl-a (CHLAl. For the corrected totar sum of squares,
the variability was pårtitioned sequentially Ínto the following
components: reference 1ake, intercept adjustment for dífferent
test Iakes, adjustment of slope of reference lake variables for
different test lakes, and finally, intercept adjustment for
post/pre-ban effect. Ànother r¡ray of expressing this is that one
adjusts the total test lake response variability for potential
relationship with the corresponding reference lake response and
for individual test lake differences and then examines for the
TABLE 4.
Combined Covariate Analysis.

{
¡

tI
I
!
{

l
I

t
It
f

¡

J
I
l
!

I
;

I

;

,

Model Steps

Reference
lake Response

Sum of Mean
Pararnerer Squares D-..f, Square

TeSt
Stat. )a

R' :R'

TP
SD
C¡{LÀ

3.17
I.7L
2.43

1
1
1

3. L7 61.0
1.71 71.0
2.43 15.9

.16 .16

.15 .15

.06 .06
fntercept
Adjustment for
Test Lakes

.85 1.5.3

.83 50.3
1.36 8.9

. 41 .25

.60 .45

.25 . 19

TP
SD
CHLÀ

5.10
4.98
8. t_8

6
6
6

Slope Adjustment
for Test Lakes

TP
SD
CHLå

L.79
.49

1.08

6
6
6

.30 5.8

.082 5.0

.18 t.2
.50 .09
.64 .04
.28 .03

fntercept
Àdjustment for
Post-/Pre- Ban

TP
SD
CHLå

.20

.72
1.40

7
7
7

.03 .6 .51 .01

.103 6.2 .71 .07

.20 1.3 .31 .03
Residual TP

SD
CHLÀ

9.98 193
3.25 r97

29.Ll 190

.052

.0165

.153
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effect of imposition of the ban. Only the Secchi disc depth

measurement showed a detectable variation between the pre- and

post-ban values at a five percent level of significance.
By inspection of the column under R' ín Table 4, one can

assess the proportion of variability in the data explained by the

mod,e!. The nodel appears to do much better in ttrís respect for
Cotal phosphorus (.51) and Secchi disc depth (.71) than it does

for chlorophyll-g ( .31 ) .

Some additional information of potential interest that can

be obtained from Table 4 is the proportion of the variability
explained by varj-ous groups of terms in the model. Those are

summarized i* ?ab1e 5.

TABLE 5.
Proportion of Variability ExplaÍned by Various Sources.

Source Measurement

Proportion of
Variability
Explained
by Model

Proportion of
Total

Variability

Reference
Lake Covariate

Test Lake
Difference

TP
SD

CHLA

TP
SD

CHLÀ

0.31
0.22
0.19

0.63
0.69
0.71

0.t6
0.1_5
0.06

0.34
0 .49
4.22

Table 5 lists each test lake's estimates of the slope
coefficients for the corresponding reference lake as weII as

estimates of the amount of shift in the model after the imp-
osition of the ban. The estimated standard deviat.ions of these
estimates are listed in parentheses. Asterisks (*) are used to
indicate statistical significance of at least the five percent
leve1.

A shift associated with the ban was detectable at the five
percent level in only 4 of the 2l cases, namely for total
phosphorus in Enterprise Lake, Secchi disc depth in Elk and

Townline Lakes, and chlorophyll-a in EIk Lake. In two of these
cases ( totaL phosphorus for Enterprise Lake and chlorophyll-a for
Elk Lake ) a positive direction in the post-ban shift is not
something t::at could be attributable to the ban. Hence, from
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TÀBLE 6. Estimates of the post-/pre-ban shift and
slope-coefficient for corresponding reference lakes.

Total- Phosphorus Secchi Depth Chlorophyll - a

Lake
Post/Pre Slope
chng. in

Post,/Pre Slope
chng. in

Post/Pre Slope
chng. in

Swan .08
( .10 )

Balsam -.01
(.0e)

Butternut -.01
(.0e)

Elk -.04
(.0e)

Enterprise .LV
( '09)

Moss 0
( .09 )

Townline -.02
(.04)

13 .L7
23l.(.

.47 i
( .17 )

.37 *
( .17 )

.35 *
(.17)

1.14 *
( .17 )

1.11 *
(.L7)

.54 *
( .17 )

( .17 )

.13
(.16)

.14
( .16 )

.16
t .16 )

0
( .16 )

.07
{ . 16 )

.22 *
{.06)

-.81 * .31 -.11(.28) (.17) (.¿Lt

.51 * -.19 .33
(.16) (.16) (.zL',t

.64 * -.06 .38
(.16) (.16) (.zLt

.31 .26 .40
(.16) (.16) (.z:-t

.75 * .l_5 .70 *(.20) (.16) (.zLr

,66 * .07 .54 *
(.20) (.r_6) (.2r)
.24 .10 .32(.2L1 (.16 ) (.zLt

at least the 5% level* Statistically significant at( ) Standard Deviation

this analysis, the only effect that appears to be associated with
the ban is for Secchi disc depth, The relative magnitude of this
shift is approximately 10 percent, and, although statisticalry
significant, a question could be raised about the meaníngfulness
of its significance.

the number of slope estir¡ates that are statistically signif-
icant is an indicator that rhe relationship of the reference
lakes to the test lakes is accounting for a statÍstically
significant proportion of the variability. These data were
useful in making the analysis more sensitive. However, the
amount of variability not er_oìained by this relationship is
larger sti11.

Multivariate Ànall's!s/MuItiple Comparisons

A general multivariate analysis taking Ínto account the
covariance structure of the da--a was carried out. It complernents
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the preceding two analyses by using statistical procedures which

account for possible correlation of the measurements.

To this end, :-he measurements for a given lake and year v¡ere

considered to be a single multivariate variable ' or vector, for
purposes of analysis. For each post-ban year, the vector
analyzed actually consisted of the differences from the corres-
ponding sampling times for the single pre-ban year. In one

analysis, the test lakes and the reference lakes \dere considered

together. In another analysis, the test lakes were consj-dered

separately. In either case, the vectors of differences were

analyzed in a two'nay table in which the ent,ries were identified
by 1ake and. by yea¡. Simultaneous confidence intervals on the

differences were also constructed. The description of the
procedures for these analyses are given in the Appendix.

A similar analysis was also performed for each test lake

using the differences of the logarithms of the test lake measure-

ments and. the cerresponding reference lake measureJnents, in a

sense an analysis of the test lake data adjusted for a potentS-al

relationship with its corresponding reference lake.
The estímacec differences for correspondings dates between

post- and pre-ba.n measurements and their simultaneous confidence

intervals are best presented graphically. Figure 3 shows the

-2-æ -tco 0.o l.!ll
Con¡r¿st Y¡ir¿c

Figure 3. Estima*-ed
post-ban effects.

-2m -t.ú to to ¿6
Cootr¿s¡ V¡luc

differences and 95t confidence
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-{.tt -c.20 um À,60
Con¡r¡¡t Y¡h*
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(
/
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:¡

1
'ì

Chlorophyll 1 Scccil Or¡c Octth
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resurts for the three analyses for total phosphorus, secchi disk
depth, and chlorophylr-a. Figure 4 presents a similar analysis
fcr test lakes only. For each response variable and year, the
left curve is the lower confidence bound, the middle curve the
estimated contrast varue, and the right curve the upper
crnfidence bound. A verticar f'no effect" line passes through
a5t^

rt is clear from Figures 3 and 4 that the ban has not had a
s:atisticarly significant effect on totar phosphorus,
chlorophyll-a, or secchi disc depth, although the general
pcsitive nature of the estimate for the latter for arl post-ban
years may support an indication of some effect for Secchi disc
iepth.

This murtivariate anarysis was also performed for data
c:rstructed from the differences of the rog test rake responses
a:-d the corresponding rog reference lake responses. Graphs of
:-!-e slmultaneous confidence Íntervals on the differences between
pcsc- and pre-ban years for each pcint in time that was sampled
a:e given in Figure 5. rn this anaiysis no effect of the ban is
cLservable.

Sccchl 0lsc 0eprh

-¿0t -t.00 0.00 t.00 2.c0
Contr¿st V¡¡ur

-2.00 -t.ca u! r.fþ
Cdrtta¡r Y¡lur

.0.60 -0.20 0.20 c60
Contrr¡t V¡luc

1:¡::re 4, Estimated differences ard 95t confÍdence bounds for;:s:-ban effects. Analysis of tesr iakes only, logarithmic--::':sf crm of data.
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Figure 5. Estimated differences and 95t confidence bounds for
post-ban effects. Analysj-s of difference of logarithmic
transform of data between test lakes and reference lakes.

CONCLUSION

An effect of the phosphate ban, if âñy, was sufficently
sma11 that i.ts detection with statistical significance was not
possible with the amount of variability observed in the data.
However, it would appear that models involving reference lake
measurements had their sensitivity improved for detecÈing ban

effects. One could use this improvement to estimate the amount
of additional test lake measuring that woul-d be needed to provÍde
the same sensitivity if one chose to eliminate sampì.ing the
reference lakes.

The multivariate/multiple comparison analysis, based upon
assumptions that are more supportabl-e, would only have been

capable of detecting a ban effect if there had been rnuch more

data or the measurement variabÍlity was greatly reduced. It does
permit a valid analysis without the necessity of using a model
relating the response to the time of year. Of course, with
sufficient frequency of sampling over time to permit reliable
estimation of such a model, considerably greater power for
detection of a ban effect would result.

Chloroghy.tl 1



ÀPPE¡TDIX

Description of the Multivari ate/Mulr¡ple Comparison Analysis

r,ogarithms of the measurements for each response variable
for a lake in a year were analyzed as an eight-dimensional vector
respc:lse. these data were then analyzed as a multivariate
two-'*ay layout.

Ihe model can be written mathematically as:
*ijr=Ék*Yik*"jx+eiik

(i = L,2,3,4, j = L,213,415,6r7r8,9, lç = I,2,3,4,5,617,9,
where_XrjX i" the kth observation on 1ake j in year i, iik is
the tcn óo^ponent of the grand mean, yik is the kth component
of the effect of year i, and Lik is tnã"xth component of the
effecr cf lake l. The errors {urj' uLi2, .ij¡, eij4, "ij5,.ijO, .íi7, .ijg) are assumed to be independent eight-variable
Gauss:an with zero mean and covariance matrix E . There are two
princ:ple advantages of this model:

-. It takes account of the covariance structure of the data.
¿. It is simple, allowing for Cifferences between lakes and

years without assuming a specific mathematical model for
the difference.

Parameter Estimation

lhe multivariate analysis of variance cl-ose1y parallels its
univa:iate counterpart. Maximum likel-ihood estimates of the
eff=c:s are given by:

378

- x..k
-r"..k '

where the dot and bar denote averaging over subscripts. The
max;:¡':rn likerihood estimate, ; , of the error covariance matrix,
is p::pcrtional to the error sum of squares and cross products
mat:::{ 3, where

-9trn = .t=, ¡Er 
(xrjk - þk - Yix - tji)(xijg - pg - Yig - tjn).

-ie sÈatiscical tests of interest are multiple compariions
of :tr::rasts Crk = yik - ytf, denoti:tg the difference in
meas *:e:ent k be'-ween post-ban year i ( i980, 1981, or 1982 ) and

:h" ;:: Ðan year, Ig7B. The Crk are escimareO bV ôr* = iiX
itf, ' = i,:,i,-l , k = I,2,3,4,5,6,;,8 }.

Ii< - ^..k
v -fIrk "í.k
Ljk = i. j*
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By formula (8), pp. 200-201 of Morrison (I976),
( 1- a) percent simultaneous confidence intervals on

'for aII nine lakes are:

c¡,. :ò,0. (+c,o e
1Xv

Ê)

the 100

rhe {cik}

+) 
,

Here X.' is the upper 1004 percentage point of the greatest
characteristic root distribution with parameters (in Morrison's
notation), s= 3, m- 2, andn= 7.5. Wetakea =0.05, and

find from Chart 1I, p. 381 of Morrison that Xo = 0.665'
Although the above is for all nine lakes, similar expressions can

be displayed for the orher situations discussed in the Methods

Section.
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